Designing Climate-Resilient Marine Protected Area Networks by Combining Remotely Sensed Coral Reef Habitat with Coastal Multi-Use Maps
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Abstract: Decision making for the conservation and management of coral reef biodiversity requires an understanding of spatial variability and distribution of reef habitat types. Despite the existence of very high-resolution remote sensing technology for nearly two decades, comprehensive assessment of coral reef habitats at national to regional spatial scales and at very high spatial resolution is still scarce. Here, we develop benthic habitat maps at a sub-national scale by analyzing large multispectral QuickBird imagery dataset covering ~686 km$^2$ of the main shallow coral fringing reef along the southern border with Tanzania (4.68°S, 39.18°E) to the reef end at Malindi, Kenya (3.2°S, 40.1°E). Mapping was conducted with a user approach constrained by ground-truth data, with detailed transect lines from the shore to the fore reef. First, maps were used to evaluate the present management system’s effectiveness at representing habitat diversity. Then, we developed three spatial prioritization scenarios based on differing objectives: (i) minimize lost fishing opportunity; (ii) redistribute fisheries away from currently overfished reefs; and (iii) minimize resource use conflicts. We further constrained the priority area in each prioritization selection scenario based on optionally protecting the least or the most climate exposed locations using a model of exposure to climate stress. We discovered that spatial priorities were very different based on the different objectives and on whether the aim was to protect the least or most climate-exposed habitats. Our analyses provide a spatially explicit foundation for large-scale conservation and management strategies that can account for ecosystem service benefits.
1. Introduction and Background

Despite the existence of space-borne remote sensing data at very high spatial and temporal scales for nearly two decades, most research utilizing this technology to assess coral reefs has focused on the scale of a single to a few reefs [1,2]. The application of this technology has rarely been conducted at larger national or regional scales. Those studies that have been conducted at large scales (i.e., national, regional and global, [3–5]) have taken years and significant resources. The advancement of remote sensing, which promised to revolutionize the monitoring and assessment of coral reefs [6], has not reached its full potential. Yet, more than ever there exists a need for regional scale, very high (i.e., 1–5 m) resolution mapping as a basis for within-country and trans-boundary coral reef assessment and prioritization [7,8]. Such an approach can help in identifying social-ecological benefits of managing critical habitats, thus minimizing potential conflicts in a multi use coastal area. To promote a greater application of spatial technology and mapping capabilities, which are becoming increasingly available for coral reef conservation, the remote sensing community needs to increase the feasibility of producing cost effective thematically rich very high-resolution regional scale shallow benthic habitat maps [4]. Further, it needs to be clear how this information will explicitly benefit evaluations and monitoring of regional coral reef conservation and management programs.

In the Western Indian Ocean region (WIO), the need to improve management of coral reefs is urgent given the multitude of resource management and environmental challenges [9]. Kenya is an important case study because, like elsewhere in the WIO, coral and seagrass fisheries are degraded and require management interventions to safeguard the diversity and productivity that supports many resource-dependent people. Currently, several governmental, non-governmental and community organizations are working towards increasing the scope of marine management and conservation using marine protected areas (MPAs) and other approaches [10,11]. Reports have indicated mixed results, where some government and community-managed areas have shown increases in fish biomass and coral cover, while others have not. Poor responses are attributable to insufficient planning with regards to managed area placement, poor agreement and compliance, and weak governance [10]. Resolving these issues is a high priority for national and community-level management and can be addressed through the use of emerging spatial mapping and decision-support tools.

Systematic conservation planning is a widely adopted decision support process used to select sites for effective management of coral reefs [12,13]. Efforts in the WIO to prioritize representative sites for MPA network expansion have been hampered by a lack of information on the spatial distribution of marine biodiversity. Because the distribution of biodiversity is a fundamental prerequisite for determining the location and size of managed areas, identifying representative or distinctive habitats, and assessing their conservation status, has proven challenging in the WIO [14]. An alternative strategy that evaluates remotely-sensed identifiable habitats, their characteristics and distribution can reduce this data-limitation problem and assist management planning [15,16].

Designing managed areas for the WIO has been proposed [17] but implementation of this strategy is expected to face a number of economic and social challenges. The first challenge is associated with the high dependence of communities on marine resources [18], which means the costs of representative MPAs to local communities is particularly high in these poor countries [19]. To increase the likelihood that managed area networks will be effectively implemented, social-economic considerations such as fisher perceptions, social adaptive capacity, potential coastal multi-user conflicts, and fisher distributions, are becoming critical components of planning [20–24]. The second challenge relates to the inability of protected area networks to avert the impacts of climate...
change, network design therefore needs to account for the vulnerability of areas to climate change. For instance, the strategy of prioritizing areas less vulnerable to climate change has been widely supported by observations that climate disturbance prevent vulnerable marine reserves from achieving biodiversity and social outcomes [20,21,25,26]. In contrast, prioritizing most vulnerable areas can minimize the total number of disturbances or stresses and enhance the probability of ecosystem resilience [21,27]. These considerations can result in disparate planning scenarios with potentially contradictory prioritization solutions, hence the need for the planning process to have a clear and comprehensive set of objectives.

Here, we aim to partially address this planning challenge by using multispectral high resolution remote sensing imagery to assess the shallow fringing reef that supports many of the coastal people of southern Kenya. We evaluate the representation of eleven coral reef habitat types across coastal marine areas currently under different fishery management regimes. Using the Marxan planning tool [28], we identify and compare three scenarios of spatial priority conservation areas that are intended to achieve three different outcomes: (i) minimize lost fishing opportunity to local fisher communities; (ii) redistribute fisheries away from currently heavily fished reefs; and (iii) minimize potential resource use conflicts in a multi-use coastal area of Kenya [24]. In an attempt to ensure the plans are climate resilient and to compare solutions from selecting most or least exposed options, we further constrained the priority selection in each scenario based on the relative environmental exposure taken from an existing climate exposure model [29]. In prioritizing areas for the conservation of coral reef habitats, we defined the conservation target as the amount of each habitat type currently contained in the existing MPAs.

2. Data and Methodology

2.1. Kenya Case Study

Kenya is located on the east coast of Africa between Somalia and Tanzania with an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of ~110,000 km². A coral reef system borders the Kenyan coast, extending more than 400 km along the coast, and includes coral reef, seagrass, and mangrove habitats. Despite these productive coastal habitats, essentially all small-scale fishing occurs within a narrow coastal shelf and a small inshore fishing area, limiting Kenya’s marine fisheries. The northeast and southwest monsoons are strong seasonal factors that influence Kenya’s small-scale fisheries by restricting fishing activities to inshore waters when the sea is too rough on the fore reefs and beyond [30]. The coastal area is a complex mosaic of spatially overlapping human activities including tourism, port operations, non-renewable resource exploration, dumping, fishing and conservation [24], which makes it highly susceptible to multi-use conflicts.

2.2. Field Sampling for Habitat Mapping

We sub-divided the coastline into nine sectors based on QuickBird imagery footprints. Habitats ground-truthing used a stratified sampling scheme. Eleven different habitats were sampled along nine transects running from the shore out to the reef crest. Following a shore-fore reef transect line and including habitats 20 m either side of the transect, sampling was performed along this belt by laying 1 m² quadrats in each habitat patch found. At each quadrat, the dominant habitat type, percent cover of each habitat class, GPS waypoint id and location coordinates, depth (in meters using a depth sounder), and time were recorded. Benthic cover observations within the quadrats were recorded as either: coral, seagrass, macro algae (>5 cm height), algae (<5 cm height), sand, rubble (loose), dead coral (dead and in living position), rocks (eroded substrates), other (e.g., intertidal beach and sand banks, sponge, soft coral). To ensure adequate representation of all the habitats, under represented or rare habitats were actively searched and sampled along the transect belt. One hundred and ninety two quadrats were described. Finally, the geomorphology of the sampling area was recorded as patch reef, lagoon, and fringing reef. The latter category was split into Back Reef, Reef Crest, and Fore Reef.
We also included an intertidal class for areas that were not submerged at the time of image acquisition but are otherwise frequently underwater due to tidal fluctuations.

2.3. Satellite Image Analysis

Cloud free QuickBird imagery over the Kenyan coastline was acquired during the period 2008–2010. These included 17 scenes and 9 swaths/footprints. QuickBird is a multispectral sensor comprising three visible and one near-infrared band at 2.4-m spatial resolution. We employed a hybrid classification system, by integrating expert knowledge with reflectance analyses in a hierarchical process [31,32]. Using ENVI software, we preprocessed the data by first masking out the land using the infrared band, and by outlining the reef break strip in order to establish the boundary of the reef crest and the slope limit. Broad geomorphological zones between the reef crest and the shore, such as rubble banks and patch reefs were manually outlined using digitization modules. During the outlining process, spectrally enhanced combinations of visible and infrared bands were used in order to delineate clearly the various habitat categories, while referring to field data where available.

Within the “fringing” and “patch” reef’s geomorphological zones, we used unsupervised classification to discriminate spectrally homogeneous habitats. We employed ISODATA classification algorithm to discriminate among three broad habitat classes based on their reflectance levels. These included dense seagrass (characterized by low reflectance), coral/sparse seagrass (characterized by mid-range reflectance), and high reflecting sand. The three dominant classes were labeled according to the ensemble of the quadrats observations. Misclassification can occur in places with significant variation in water depth, especially in a lagoon or inshore terrace area of the fringing reef due to the influence of depth on sea bottom reflectance [33]. For example, sand in deeper water could be classified as dense or sparse seagrass, as its reflectance is lower than sand in shallow water. To avoid this, different geomorphological areas (e.g., channel vs. the rest of the fringing reef) were processed separately.

2.4. Mapping Potential Resource Use Conflicts

Potential for marine resource use conflicts was evaluated using a Spatial Multicriteria Decision Analysis and the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [34,35] following the methodology described in [24]. Briefly, the analysis of potential conflicts involved mapping of current and proposed activities, which are considered incompatible with conservation goals. These included both the existing (i.e., subsistence fishing, tourism, and waste disposal) and planned activities (i.e., sand mining, dumping and oil and gas exploration) (Tables S1 and S2). Because the activities are expected to vary in their level of incompatibility with conservation goals, we assigned relative weights to reflect the degree of incompatibility with conservation goals using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) [24]. AHP uses numerical pair-wise comparison of the relative importance of one activity over another [34,35]. Comparing the activities was achieved by asking MPA managers: which of two coastal area activities $A_1$ and $A_g$ is less compatible with conservation? Therefore a pair wise comparison of $g$ activities $(A_1, A_2, \ldots, A_g)$ to reflect the importance $\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \ldots, \alpha_g$ of each activity in influencing overall conflict, involved constructing a $g$ by $g$ matrix of $A$ which shows the dominance of the activity on the left hand side column with respect to each activity in the top row of a matrix. Decision on the relative importance of activity $A_1$ with respect to $A_g$ given by the entry $\alpha_{1g}$ was determined by using a nine-point intensity scale (Tables S1 and S2). The actual computation of weights involved extraction of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors from the matrix $A$. The normalized eigenvalues associated with the eigenvectors are the required weights $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_g$ for activities $A_1$ and $A_g$ respectively. Each activity map layer was created as 1-0 (Boolean) raster files, where 1 represents activity presence and 0 no activity. The weights were then aggregated and synthesized to generate a map of potential conflicts with values ranging from 0 (low potential) to 1 (highest potential) (See [24] for a detailed methods on mapping of potential conflicts).
2.5. Mapping Conservation Priorities

To conduct spatial prioritization analysis, we divided the study area into a regular grid of \(1 \times 1\) km planning units (\(n = 1661\)). We classified each planning unit as either: (i) “high compliance closure”; (ii) “low compliance and recent closure”; (iii) “most destructive gear restricted”; or (iv) “no gear restricted” based on maps showing the location of protected areas, and expert knowledge on the age of protection, fishing pressure, and existing gear restrictions, (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Map of the distribution of the four fisheries management categories in place along the Kenyan coast.](image)

We used the Marxan with Probability [36] spatial prioritization tool to identify spatial priorities for a marine reserve network, while meeting a minimum representation level for all habitat types identified in the habitat maps (Table S4). Marxan with Probability uses a simulated annealing...
algorithm to identify a set of planning units that fulfill pre-determined quantitative targets for biodiversity features, while minimizing costs, and a probability-based cost from the likelihood of a disturbance emanating from a threat such as climate [36]. Our analyses allowed selection within all possible planning units regardless of the existing fisheries management status associated with the planning units.

We set a prioritization target for each habitat type as equal to the amount contained in existing MPAs (i.e., “high compliance closures”). We then conducted three prioritization analyses using three cost layers corresponding to three different objectives. The first sought to minimize the lost fishing opportunity by prioritizing units close to low human population because human population density and fishing effort were assumed to be positively associated [37]. The population density value of the closest land pixel from population data was allocated to the marine planning unit [38]. The second analysis identified priority areas for redistributing fishing effort away from the currently heavily fished areas using the inverse of the above cost layer. Using the inverse of human population density gives high-density areas a low cost, and thus these areas are more likely to be selected, meaning that they are protected from fishing and fishing effort will be redistributed into new areas. The third cost layer was a measure of potential resource use conflicts based on the distribution of the existing (i.e., subsistence fisheries, tourism, sand mining and dumping of dredge spoils, sewage pollution) and planned (i.e., oil and gas exploration) coastal area resource use. Prioritization sought to minimize potential conflicts that may arise from the diversified and intensified use of the inshore waters [24,39]. For each of the three costs, we formulated a planning constraint that aimed to minimize the probability of failure by prioritizing areas least exposed to climate threats. Considering the on-going debate on whether it is more effective to protect areas at greatest risk of being impacted by climate change or those that are at lowest risk [20], we explored both options. Information on climate threat exposure was taken from the existing coral reefs exposure model [29].

3. Results

3.1. Current State of the Nearshore Habitats

The fisheries management schemes differed in their marine areal coverage, with “high compliance closures”, “low compliance and recent closures”, “all destructive gear restricted” and “no gear restricted”, covering 210, 9, 611 and 831 planning units representing 133 km$^2$, 4.3 km$^2$, 251 km$^2$, and 298 km$^2$ of habitats (all types) respectively (Figure 1). The most prevalent habitat types were deep sand, seagrass, and coral/seagrass assemblages, covering 30.5%, 29% and 17% of 686 km$^2$ of the nearshore fringing reef area, respectively (Figure 2A). “Lagoon” was the most prominent geomorphological formations, covering 31% of the reef area (Figure 2A).

Evaluating the percentage habitats per total reef area in each management type found high representation of all habitat types in areas with no or few fisheries restrictions, i.e., “no-gear restricted” and in “most destructive gear restricted” areas (Figure 2B). However, forereef coral habitats were dominant in the “high compliance closures” and in the “most destructive gear restricted” areas. All habitat types had >10% of their total area contained within fishery closures, with some having >20% (Figures 2 and 3). We found that 33% of the habitats in “high compliance closures” were coral and seagrass (covering ~77 km$^2$), whereas higher percentages were found in the “most destructive gear restricted” and in “no-gear restricted” areas, 47% and 52% respectively (Table S3). The “low compliance and recent closure” areas contained >87% “living” category of habitat types (i.e., corals and seagrass).
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Figure 2. Habitat types across four fisheries management categories (A) as a proportion of total fringing reef area; (B) as a proportion within each of the four fisheries management categories; and (C) grouped into three broad habitat groups.
Figure 2. Habitat types across four fisheries management categories (A) as a proportion of total fringing reef area; (B) as a proportion within each of the four fisheries management categories; and (C) grouped into three broad habitat groups. Evaluating the percentage habitats per total reef area in each management type found high representation of all habitat types in areas with no or few fisheries restrictions, i.e., “no-gear restricted” and in “most destructive gear restricted” areas (Figure 2B). However, forereef coral habitats were dominant in the “high compliance closures” and in the “most destructive gear restricted” areas. All habitat types had >10% of their total area contained within fishery closures, with some having >20% (Figures 2 and 3). We found that 33% of the habitats in “high compliance closures” were coral and seagrass (covering ~77 km²), whereas higher percentages were found in the “most destructive gear restricted” and in “no-gear restricted” areas, 47% and 52% respectively (Table S3). The “low compliance and recent closure” areas contained >87% “living” category of habitat types (i.e., corals and seagrass).

3.2. Mapping Conservation Priorities

Prioritization solutions differed considerably based on the planning objective, and on whether the analyses aimed to protect most or least exposed to climate stress. When prioritizing to minimize lost fishing opportunity and climate exposure, priority areas were concentrated just off Malindi, and north of Mombasa, thus between the “high compliance” and the “low compliance and recent” closures (Figures 4 and 5A). The distribution of the priority areas constrained by the current habitat area in high compliance closures was similar when we aimed to protect areas most exposed to climate, although priorities were even more concentrated around Malindi. A smaller area (250 km² planning units) was selected when prioritizing protected areas to minimize lost fishing opportunity and protect the most climate exposed areas compared to 301 km² when prioritizing to protect the least climate exposed (Figure 5A,B).

When aiming to redistribute fishing efforts while protecting low climate exposure areas, clusters of priorities were more evenly distributed along the coastline, and heavily concentrated around Mombasa and north of Mombasa, around Kilifi and in the southern Kenya near the Tanzania border (Figure 5B). These priorities shifted when the aim was to protect high climate exposure areas, with priorities more heavily concentrated around Malindi (Figure 5E). Finally, when aiming to avoid potential multiple-use conflicts, results were similar regardless of whether we aimed to minimize or maximize climate exposure, with priority protected areas concentrated north of Mombasa and in the southern Kenya near Shimoni (Figure 5C,F). There were also fewer extremely low priority areas (i.e., with low selection frequency) when compared to the other cost scenarios, with most areas displaying moderate selection frequency (Figure 5C,F).
3.2. Mapping Conservation Priorities

Prioritization solutions differed considerably based on the planning objective, and on whether the analyses aimed to protect most or least exposed to climate stress. When prioritizing to minimize lost fishing opportunity and climate exposure, priority areas were concentrated just off Malindi, and north of Mombasa, thus between the "high compliance" and the "low compliance and recent" closures (Figures 4 and 5A). The distribution of the priority areas constrained by the current habitat area in high compliance closures was similar when we aimed to protect areas most exposed to climate, although priorities were even more concentrated around Malindi. A smaller area (250 km$^2$ planning units) was selected when prioritizing protected areas to minimize lost fishing opportunity and protect the most climate exposed areas compared to 301 km$^2$ when prioritizing to protect the least climate exposed (Figure 5A,B).

When aiming to redistribute fishing efforts while protecting low climate exposure areas, clusters of priorities were more evenly distributed along the coastline, and heavily concentrated around Mombasa and north of Mombasa, around Kilifi and in the southern Kenya near the Tanzania border (Figure 5B). These priorities shifted when the aim was to protect high climate exposure areas, with priorities more heavily concentrated around Malindi (Figure 5E). Finally, when aiming to avoid potential multiple-use conflicts, results were similar regardless of whether we aimed to minimize or maximize climate exposure, with priority protected areas concentrated north of Mombasa and in the southern Kenya near Shimoni (Figure 5C,F). There were also fewer extremely low priority areas (i.e., with low selection frequency) when compared to the other cost scenarios, with most areas displaying moderate selection frequency (Figure 5C,F).

In all three prioritization scenarios, we found high priority areas to be located on the southern Kenyan coast, near the border with Tanzania and around Malindi in the north (Figures 5 and 6). Scenarios for redistributing fisher effort, and avoiding conflicts also selected Diani in the south and Kilifi in the north as priority protected areas (Figure 6B,C). The total area that was constantly selected as priorities for protection (i.e., selection frequency >80%) while meeting the set target (i.e., current habitat area in high compliance closures) differed based on the planning scenarios. After redistributing fishing effort to reduce high impacts (scenario 2) and minimizing climate exposure, a smaller area was selected (i.e., 204 km$^2$), which still meets the habitat area targets compared to the existing high compliance closures (i.e., 219 km$^2$) (Figure 5B). Conversely, all other scenarios required similar or significantly more area than the existing closures (Figure 5). For example, prioritizing to minimize both potential multi user conflict and climate exposure required 431 km$^2$, almost twice the area of existing high compliance closures (Figure 5C). Comparing solutions from protecting the least or the most climate-exposed revealed overlapping areas. The area selected under both climate exposure options ranged from 31 km$^2$ when aiming to minimize lost fishing opportunity cost, to 54 km$^2$ when aiming to avoid conflict (Figure 5). When comparing the overlap or common areas selected in different planning scenarios (e.g., redistribute fishing vs. avoid potential multi user conflict), common planning units covered a much smaller area ranging from 8–21 km$^2$, regardless of whether the analyses minimized or maximized the climate exposure.
When aiming to minimize lost fishing opportunity cost, there is a common area of 183 km$^2$ options, and between our identified conservation priorities and the existing high compliance closures. The highest overlap was under the scenario for minimizing lost fishing opportunity (69 km$^2$). Depending on the prioritization scenario aiming to protect the most exposed areas, there was some overlap between both climate scenarios and existing high compliance closures. The level of overlap is lower, but still relatively high in the other cost scenarios (Figure 6B,C). Depending on the prioritization scenario used (i.e., minimize lost fishing opportunity, redistribute fishing effort, minimize potential for multi-use conflicts), there was some overlap between both climate scenarios and existing high compliance closures. The highest overlap was under the scenario for minimizing lost fishing opportunity (69 km$^2$, Figure 6), while the lowest was under the scenario for redistributing fishing effort 28 km$^2$). These locations of high consensus among the three models (i.e., existing protected areas, protect the most exposed, protect the least exposed) were found within all the existing MPAs (Kisite MPA in Shimoni, Mombasa, and in Malindi-Watamu MNP).

**Figure 5.** Area selection frequency (of 100 Marxan runs) based on prioritization analysis when (left) redistributing fishing effort to minimize impacts and (right) avoiding potential conflicts between ocean based activities (e.g., tourism, fishing, sand mining, oil exploration) and conservation. Figures in the first row (A,B,C) are based on protecting areas least exposed to climate change, while the second row figures (D,E,F) are based on protecting most exposed areas. Inset plots show the total area of the planning units (km$^2$) with selection frequency >80% for each planning objective as labeled, with overlapping sections representing the area where selection frequency was >80% in both scenarios aiming to minimize environmental exposure and in scenarios aiming to maximize environmental exposure.

Using the single most cost-efficient Marxan solution (Figure 6), as opposed to the areas with high selection frequency (Figure 5), shows that there is reasonable overlap between both climate exposure options, and between our identified conservation priorities and the existing high compliance closures. When aiming to minimize lost fishing opportunity cost, there is a common area of 183 km$^2$ between the most efficient solutions for the scenario aiming to protect the least exposed and the scenario aiming to protect the most exposed to climate (Figure 6A). This level of overlap is lower, but still relatively high in the other cost scenarios (Figure 6B,C). Depending on the prioritization scenario used (i.e., minimize lost fishing opportunity, redistribute fishing effort, minimize potential for multi-use conflicts), there was some overlap between both climate scenarios and existing high compliance closures. The highest overlap was under the scenario for minimizing lost fishing opportunity (69 km$^2$, Figure 6), while the lowest was under the scenario for redistributing fishing effort 28 km$^2$). These locations of high consensus among the three models (i.e., existing protected areas, protect the most exposed, protect the least exposed) were found within all the existing MPAs (Kisite MPA in Shimoni, Mombasa, and in Malindi-Watamu MNP).
4. Discussion

4.1. Current Status of Kenyan Fringing Reef Habitats

Remote sensing spectral analyses found that Kenyan shallow reefs were dominated by lagoon geomorphological formation, with sand, seagrass, and coral assemblages as the most prevalent habitats. Coral and seagrass habitats covered 33% of the existing “high compliance closures”, while in “most destructive gear restricted” and “no-gear restricted” areas, they represented 47% and 52%. Overall, all habitat types had >10% of their total area contained within fishery closures, with some having >20%. There was high representation of all habitat types in areas with no or few fisheries restrictions (i.e., “no-gear restricted” and in “most destructive gear restricted” areas). For instance the largest proportion of living habitats (i.e., coral and seagrass) was found in areas with no or low fishing restrictions (i.e., “most destructive gear restricted” and in “no gear restricted” areas), which comprised more than twice the amount of living habitats contained within fishery closures. However, when considering habitat coverage per unit area, one third of habitat cover in the existing fishery closures was coral and seagrass. Consequently, the current configuration of managed areas protects >10% of the living categories and therefore achieves the global biodiversity targets [40]. However,
when considering the high amount of coral and seagrass habitats contained in unprotected areas, and the human and climate change threats they are exposed to, the current arrangement of MPAs needs to encompass larger areas, in order to adequately protect the “living” habitats. Future studies will need to examine the other considerations and limitations particularly social considerations, as the planning process develops.

4.2. Selecting Priority Management Areas

Optimized solutions for representative habitat selection varied based on the prioritization scenario, and on whether the analysis aimed to protect the least or the most exposed to climate stress. Comparison between the three prioritization scenario solutions indicate consensus priority areas in the southern most reefs near the Kenyan-Tanzanian border, North of Mombasa and in Malindi, which are also areas where the nationally managed MPAs have existed for over ~20 years. While there was overlap between selected priority areas and the existing management areas, only 22% of the frequently selected planning priority areas coincided with the currently managed “high compliance closures”. When taking only the most cost-efficient solution from Marxan this overlap area is higher, however it is important to recognize that Marxan does not identify a perfect but instead identifies many cost-effective solutions, so using the output of a single solution may be misleading [28].

Considering the three planning scenarios, the low percentage overlap with the existing MPAs suggests that the current representation of all habitats is not ideal (i.e., Mombasa and Malindi-Watamu). Overall, our scenarios prioritized similar geographical regions as the existing MPAs (i.e., southern Kenya, around Mombasa, and Malindi-Watamu area in the north). However, the distribution of priorities within these regions differed considerably in size and location. For example, relatively larger areas were selected in southern Kenya under the scenario of minimizing lost fishing opportunity, and around Malindi when aiming to redistribute fishing effort while protecting the most exposed reefs. Interestingly, protecting most climate-exposed areas under both redistributing fisher and avoiding conflicts scenarios also prioritized Diani in southern Kenya. This area was designated as a marine reserve but insufficient consultation and stakeholder collaboration led to no implementation [41,42]. It was, however, followed up with a collaborative management system that produced the gear restrictions that were in place at the time of this spatial area designation [41]. This is an example of how planning that does not consider social considerations can lead to spatial planning failures.

Our analyses configured Marxan optimization algorithm to maximize habitats representation, all habitats being considered equally. However, it should be appreciated that habitats differ in their importance for biodiversity and fisheries production. Accessibility, resource abundance and oceanic exposure will result in some habitats being targeted more than others by specific fisheries [43]. Large swaths of rubble and sand are relatively unproductive and have lower fisheries values than seagrass and coral habitats that contain the complexity and refuge that promote high fish abundance. The optimization algorithm used here results in the selection of fewer and spatially localized areas in all the three scenarios because it did not constrain preferences to specific habitats with, for example, high biological diversity (Figure 5). Fine-scale thematic resolution mapping studies have shown that having many habitat classes and representation increases the total area required to achieve objectives, which makes it more difficult to optimize conservation designs [43]. Nevertheless, by maintaining >10% representation of coral and seagrass habitat classes in our algorithm, we show that the existing MPAs (i.e., high compliance closures) meet the suggested global biodiversity conservation goals of 10%–30% of important habitats protection [40]. Several studies have also shown that the high compliance closures have largely been effective in the recovery of fish biomass [44,45]. The success is partly attributed to considerable investment on stake-holder engagement and active enforcement through patrols, which has been necessary for addressing non-compliance issues that stem from resource use conflicts and the negative perceptions of fisheries closures [46].
4.3. Comparing Selection Scenarios

Marine spatial plans are often evaluated by their efficiency in meeting proposed conservation goals while minimizing the economic impacts [22]. Under the fisheries redistribution scenario, a smaller area is required to represent the habitat values currently in “high compliance closure” areas (i.e., meet the habitat representation goal), compared to area required under the scenarios for minimizing lost fishing grounds and for minimizing potential multi use conflicts. The area lost to fishing is highest when aiming to minimize the potential multi use conflicts, given the assumptions of no spillover and that strict protection eliminates fishing in protected areas [22]. This is true for both areas selected most frequently (Figure 5), and for the priorities identified in the single most efficient solution (Figure 6). When considering climate exposure under scenarios of minimizing lost fishing opportunity and potential conflicts, larger areas were selected when the aim was to protect the least rather than most exposed areas, which suggests a high climate exposure overall. The one exception was the large area required for redistributing fisheries while protecting the most exposed, which could be as a result of this scenario compensating for avoiding Mombasa—a high potential for resource-use conflict that contains a high concentration of diverse habitats.

Overlap of the solutions for three different planning scenarios was relatively low, with the highest being the overlap (21 km$^2$) between redistribution of fishing effort and minimizing multiple-use conflicts while minimizing climate exposure. When comparing the single most cost-effective solution this overlap was higher, but still relatively low. Areas adjacent to highly populated areas were avoided by both scenarios because of the many uses and demand for fish near urban areas [47,48]. Minimizing conflicts resulted in the largest area (~29 km$^2$) of the 133 km$^2$ of the existing high compliance closures being selected at a high frequency, perhaps indicating a successful resource allocation decision in the current management system. Prioritization solutions from the fishing effort redistribution scenario appeared to redistribute areas more evenly compared to the more clustered solutions of the other two scenarios. Therefore, from the coral-reef fisheries management point of view, the fishery redistribution scenario would appear to be the ideal solution, as it represented a larger portfolio of the least and most climate-exposed areas, while at the same time being the most cost-effective solution in terms of the lost fishing grounds. Under this prioritization scenario, clusters of priorities were more evenly distributed along the coastline, with priority areas being selected within the existing protected areas and in new locations. New locations that were selected include southern Kenya between Shimoni and Diani, around Diani, south of Mombasa and around Kilifi and South of Watamu in the North.

4.4. Caveats

Despite the novelty of this study, it was not without challenges and limitations and we identify six caveats. First, the time lag between the image overpass and ground-truthing data collection can be up to two years. This can result in a mismatch between field observations and image classification and subsequent scenario modeling. We suspect, however, that many of these habitats are stable on this time scale [49]. Second, we lack a formal accuracy assessment of the habitat maps. Indeed, we lacked resources to re-survey the entire Kenya coastline for an independent accuracy assessment, and the training stage was already a big task. We reached an overall accuracy of 62% when using the training ground-truth data collection. This is a low value, furthermore theoretically optimistically biased because training quadrats were also used for accuracy assessment. Nevertheless, because of (i) the low complexity of the habitat typologies considered; (ii) classification stratified by geomorphological zones; and (iii) the density of ground-truth data, we believe the overall accuracy of the maps is above 75%, and is comparable with studies that have used similar methods with a rigorous accuracy assessment surveys [50]. Indeed, the low accuracy (62%) is partly due to the scale mismatch between the size of the quadrats (1 m$^2$), and the class definition that matches the minimum size of mapped polygons. This scale problem in accuracy assessment protocol has been identified and discussed in [1,6]. Here, for instance the “seagrass” class includes many small patches of “sand”, that appear
as “sand” in the quadrat data, hence reducing the accuracy. The 62% accuracy is thus negatively biased and conservative. Further, the low accuracy of the class “sand” is attributable to similar problems (Table S5), despite the “sand” class being the typically most accurately classified class in habitat mapping [6,8,33,50].

Third, there are multiple potential causes of coastal use conflicts, which may include resource scarcity, social power imbalances and lack of clear institutional arrangements including property rights. Yet, in this study conflict was simplified as incompatibilities between activities that may not accurately reflect the true nature of present and potential conflicts [51,52]. Fourth, we did not undertake a sensitivity analysis for the planning unit sizes, which can influence the potential to achieve habitat conservation objectives [53]. In general, we used small planning units that produced more exact habitat representation maps and expected not to over-estimate the area estimates of scenario objectives. Changing the planning unit size is expected to change the spatial patterns somewhat but the current dimensions are probably sufficient given the limited ability to implement fine-scale management. Fifth, the mapping of potential multi-user conflict is based on the existing uses (e.g., subsistence fisheries) and on future anticipated uses (e.g., sand mining, oil and gas) that have not been implemented. Changes in resource findings and government policy are likely to shift future use plans and conflict locations. Therefore, effective priority plans will need to change and be adaptive as resources and policies adapt to multiple usages. Finally, we did not consider many factors concerning the feasibility of implementing MPA’s in the priority locations we identified. When identifying conservation priorities it is important to consider the uncertainty in management outcomes and recognize that not all management actions are feasible in all locations. For example, we did not consider the cost of patrolling areas for MPA compliance, which could vary significantly based on available facilities and the level of development along the coastline.

5. Conclusions

This study demonstrated the use of very high-resolution space borne data in producing large-scale coral reef habitat maps and subsequently how these maps can support spatial prioritization decisions on the management of small-scale coral reefs fisheries. Our study analyzed multispectral imagery covering ~686 km$^2$ of reefs along the Kenyan coast, representing one of the few national-scale, consistently processed, and very high-resolution remote sensing benthic habitat mapping applications. We then combined habitat map data with information on the existing and planned multi-stakeholder use of coastal marine areas, population density, existing fishery managed areas, and climate change related threats to identify and prioritize areas that either minimize lost fishing opportunity, redistribute fisheries away from currently heavily fished areas, or prevent potential resource use conflicts. Despite the existing Kenyan network’s apparent success in maintaining a significant proportion of “living” habitats (coral and seagrass), which are associated with higher biodiversity that underpins the small-scale fisheries [7,54], our results suggest the need for rezoning in order to establish MPA’s that are representative, anticipatory to climate change and to the current and future uses, and that are effective in enhancing fish biomass recovery.

Integrating habitat maps generated from remotely sensed data into decision support systems is expected to produce more informed and efficient planning as it more fully considers the habitats, ecosystem services, and human usages. The methodology described here combined information derived from field observations, satellites, social considerations and models used to support fisheries management decisions. Kenyan managers now have a portfolio of options that uses a robust core subset of planning units that identified a variety of realistic scenarios depending on their management constraints. The study also identifies areas for future management focus including a number of high diversity coral and seagrass habitats outside MPA.

These management options can now be explored along with other social-ecological considerations, and planning scenarios. We believe this first study combined with future iterations and more factors will allow managers to explore the full set of management options in a time-efficient manner.
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